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Abstract: This paper dealt with composite scheduling problems which combine manufacturing scheduling problems and/or
transportation routing problems. Two scheduling models were formulated as the elements of the composite scheduling model, and
the composite model was formulated composing these models with indispensable additional constraints. A hybrid genetic algorithm was developed to solve the composite scheduling problems. An improved representation based on random keys was developed to search permutation space. A genetic algorithm based dynamic programming approach was applied to select resource.
The proposed technique and a previous technique are compared by three types of problems. All results indicate that the proposed
technique is superior to the previous one.
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1 Introduction
The composite scheduling problems are composed of manufacturing scheduling problems and/or
transportation routing problems. In contemporary
manufacturing, meeting promised delivery dates requires production schedules that take into account
elements such as transportation. Previously, scheduling focused on improvements in facility workloads
and reduction to lower costs through mass production.
Traditional optimization techniques for scheduling
typically consider only the manufacturing constraints,
and optimization techniques for transportation routing consider only the transportation constraints.
These traditional techniques cannot provide schedules
that accommodate customer demands for just-in-time
delivery.
It is difficult to develop optimization techniques
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for composite scheduling problems. Most of the
studies concerning scheduling, which consider both
manufacturing and transportation, have established a
number of resource and transportation restrictions to
systematize the problem from the viewpoint of complexity. These approaches offer only specialized solutions (Lee and Chen, 2001; Soukhal et al., 2005).
The meta-heuristics approaches are applicable to
solve such complex problems. Moon et al. (2004)
proposed an advanced process planning and scheduling model. In this model, the transportation time
between machine resources is considered, but the
constraint of a number of transportation resources
such as vehicle is not considered. Okamoto et al.
(2006a) expanded the model by integrating the
manufacturing process and transportation between
plants and proposed a solution based on the genetic
algorithm. Okamoto et al. (2006b) proposed a new
integrated scheduling problem that considers the
transportation resource. A genetic algorithm is also
proposed for the problem. To address these concerns,
an improved random number generation method was
developed by Okamoto et al. (2009).
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2 Mathematical models

pkim is the processing time of oki on Mm, rkij is the
precedence constraint between two operations, and

First, two scheduling models were formulated
as the elements of the composite scheduling model.
Then, the composite model was formulated by composing them with indispensable additional
constraints.
2.1
Modeling for manufacturing scheduling
problem
The manufacturing scheduling problem is an
extension of the job-shop scheduling problem. In this
problem, the precedence constraints (rkij ) can be
given for any set of operation (oki , okj ) in each job
(Ok ), and each operation (oki ) can be processed in a

given processing time ( pkim ) by any machine ( M m )
from a given set. The difficulty occurs when assigning each operation to a machine and when ordering
the operations on the machines, such that the maximal completion time (cmax ) of all operations is
minimized.
The objectives and constraints are as follows:
min cmax = max{cki },

(1)

i,k

s. t. (ckj − pkjm − cki )rkij xkjm ≥ 0, ∀i, j , k ,

(2)

( max{cki − pki , clj − plj } − min{cki , clj }) xkim xljm ≥ 0, (3)
∀(k , i ), (l , j ), m, (k , i ) ≠ (l , j ),

(cki − pkim ) xkim ≥ 0, ∀i, k , m,

(4)

N

∑x

kim

= 1, ∀(k , i ),

(5)

m =1

xkim ∈ {0,1}, ∀i, k , m,

Eq. (1) is the objective function that minimizes
the makespan. Eq. (2) indicates precedence constraints. Eq. (3) means that multiple operations cannot
be processed by the same machine simultaneously.
Eq. (4) shows that all machines cannot start at negative time. Eqs. (5) and (6) ensure that only one machine is assigned to a process.
2.2
Modeling for transportation scheduling
problem
The transportation scheduling problem is an
extension of the vehicle routing problem. In this
problem, each task (Te) consists two activities: pickup
(TeP ) and delivery (TeD ). Each task can be assigned
by any vehicle Vv from a given set. Generally, vehicles spend time for transportation (dmn), since different locations (Mm, Mn) have been assigned in activiP
D
ties (aem
= 1, aen
= 1, m ≠ n). Not only does a vehicle
move directly between locations for activities of a
task, but it may also pass a location for other task. All
vehicles (V1, V2, …, VW ) start from the depot, execute
transportation tasks, and then return to the depot. The
problem is to assign each task to a vehicle and to order
the activities on the vehicles, such that the maximal
completion time (tmax) of all tasks is minimized. Still,
the number of active vehicles (w) is also minimized.
The objectives and constraints are as follows:

(6)

where k, j are the indices of jobs, k, j=1, 2, …, L, L is
the total number of jobs; i, j are the indices of operations, i, j=1, 2, …, Jk, Jk is the total number of operations for Ok, Ok is the order (job) k; m, n are the indices of machines, m, n=1, 2, …, N, N is the total
number of machines; cmax is the maximal completion
time (makespan); cki is the completion time of oki, oki
is the operation i of Ok; xkim is the machine (Mm) assignment to oki, Mm is the machine m, and
⎧1, if oki is assigned to M m ,
xkim = ⎨
⎩0, otherwise;

⎧⎪1, if oki precedes okj ,
rkij = ⎨
⎪⎩0, otherwise.

{(

) }

(7)

⎛
⎧ F
⎫⎪ ⎞
⎜ max ⎪⎨
yev ,1⎬ ⎟,
⎜
⎟
⎪⎩ e =1
v =1 ⎝
⎭⎪ ⎠

∑

(8)

s. t. teD − teP ≥ 0, ∀e,

(9)

min tmax = max teD + d m aem ,
e, m

W

min w =

(| t

h
f

∑

)

g h
− teg | −d mn aem
aen yev y fv ≥ 0,

∀(e, g ), ( f , h), m, n, v,

(t

P
e

)

P
− d m aem
≥ 0, ∀e, m,

(10)
(11)

W

∑y

ev

v =1

= 1, ∀e,

(12)
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yev ∈ {0,1}, ∀e, v,

(13)

where v is the index of vehicles, v=1, 2, …, W, W is
the total number of vehicles; e, f are the indices of
pickup and delivery tasks, respectively, e, f=1, 2, …,
F, F is the total number of tasks; g, h are the indices of
pickup and delivery activities, respectively, g, h ∈{P,
D}; Teg is the pickup/delivery activity (g) of task e,

straints (rkij=1). The pickup activity (TkijP ) of the task
can execute when the predecessor operation (oki) of
the set is completed; the delivery activity (TkijD ) must
complete before starting the successor operation (okj).
The objectives and constraints are as follows:
min tmax = max

i , j ,k ,m

dm is the transportation time from/to depot to/from Mm,
g
aem
is the location assignment of Teg , and
⎧⎪1, if Teg located at M m ,
g
aem
=⎨
⎪⎩0, otherwise.
teg is the pickup/delivery time for Teg , yev is the ve-

hicle (Vv) assignment to Te, and
⎧1, if Te is assigned to Vv ,
yev = ⎨
⎩0, otherwise.

Eq. (7) is the objective function that minimizes
the makespan. Eq. (8) is the objective function that
minimizes the number of active vehicles. Eq. (9)
means that a vehicle must execute pickup activity in
advance to delivery activity. Eq. (10) indicates that
vehicles spend time for transportation between different locations. Eq. (11) shows that all vehicles
cannot start from the depot at a negative time.
Eqs. (12) and (13) ensure that only one vehicle is
assigned to a task.
2.3 Mathematical model for composite scheduling
To compose multiple homogeneous scheduling
problems, the model may not be changed, and the
job/task sets of the problems may be simply merged.
In this section, to compose heterogeneous
scheduling models, additional constraints which
express how to compose are necessary. The following model is composition of production scheduling
model and transportation scheduling model. The
vehicle picks up a product of an operation from the
assigned machine/location, and transports it to
machine/location of the next operation to consume as
material.
Each transportation task (Te) is mapped to a set
of operations (oki, okj) which have precedence con-

{(t

∑

(

}

)

+ d m rkij xkjm ,

⎛
⎧ L
⎜ max ⎪⎨
⎜
⎪⎩ k =1
v =1 ⎝
W

min w =

D
kij

Jk

⎫⎪ ⎞
P
ykijv
,1⎬ ⎟,
⎟
j =1
⎭⎪ ⎠
Jk

∑∑∑
i =1

)

D
P
s. t. tkij
− tkij
rkij ≥ 0, ∀i, j , k ,

(| t

P
li ′j ′

)

P
− tkij
| −d mn rkij rli′j ′ xkim xli′n ykijv yli′j ′v ≥ 0,

∀i, j , k , i ′, j ′, l , m, n, v,

(t

D
li ′j ′

)

P
− tkij
− d mn rkij rli′j ′ xkim xlj ′n ykijv yli′j ′v ≥ 0,

∀i, j , k , i ′, j ′, l , m, n, v,

(| t

D
li ′j ′

)

D
− tkij
| −d mn rkij rli′j ′ xkjm xlj ′n ykijv yli′j ′v ≥ 0,

∀i, j , k , i ′, j ′, l , m, n, v,

(t

P
kij

(14)

)

− d m rkij xkim ≥ 0, ∀i, j , k , m,

(15)
(16)
(17)

(18)

(19)
(20)

W

∑y

kijv

= rkij , ∀i, j , k ,

(21)

v =1

ykijv ∈ {0,1}, ∀i, j , k , g , v,

(c

kj

(t

P
kij

)

− cki rkij ≥ 0, ∀i, j , k ,

)

D
− pkjm − tkij
rkij xkjm ≥ 0, ∀i, j , k , m,

(22)
(23)
(24)

where Tkij is the transportation task for product of oki
as material of okj, Tkijg is the pickup/delivery activity
g
for product of oki and material of okj, tkij
is the

pickup/delivery time for Tkijg ,

ykijv is the vehicle

(Vv ) assignment to Tkij , and
⎧⎪1, if Tkij is assigned to Vv ,
ykijv = ⎨
⎪⎩0, otherwise.

Eqs. (23) and (24) indicate additional constraints
to compose production scheduling and transportation
scheduling. The rests of all equations are the same as
the original model or replacements from original
model. Objective functions Eq. (14) and Eq. (15)
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are replacements of Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.
Eq. (16) is a replacement of Eq. (9). Eqs. (17), (18),
and (19) are replacements of Eq. (10). Eqs. (20), (21),
and (22) are replacements of Eqs. (11), (12), and (13),
respectively.

3 Hybrid genetic algorithm
A hybrid genetic algorithm is developed to solve
the composed scheduling problems. Since decision
g
) constrain to each
variables of two problems (cki , tkij
other in Eqs. (23) and (24), it is difficult to be solved
by decomposing to original problem.
The hybrid genetic algorithm has two parts employing a new approach. Firstly, a sequence of operations must be made. An encoding using improved
random keys is developed for this part. Secondly, the
starting/completion time of operations is obtained by
the sequence generated by assigning resources for
each operation.
3.1 Sequencing operations
An improved representation based on random
key (Bean, 1994) is used for the operation sequence.
A random keys vector represents the sequence (or a
priority list) of all operations, but the strength of the
characteristics of each sequence is different. Therefore, even if a random keys vector that represents a
good sequence is generated, the characteristics might
not be succeeded to the next generation.
For example, a sequence vector [o1, o2, o3]=
[0,2,1] represents a sequence. All of the sequence
vectors are “permutations”. If the vector length is n ,
the permutation can be mapped (n−1)-dimensional
polytope (known as Permutohedron) in an
n-dimensional space. The random keys vector (for
example, [x1, x2, x3]) in a random keys space (Fig. 1a)
can be mapped to a sequence space (Fig. 1b).

In the improved representation, a random keys
vector [x1, x2, …, xn] is normalized before crossover
operation by the following procedures:
1. The initial random key is generated in the
range of −1≤xi≤1.
2. To map (n−1)-dimensional polytope, in other
words,
xk −

to

∑

keep

n
x
i =1 i

= 0,

update

xk ←

∑

n
1
x.
i
=1 i
n
3. To normalize vector length, in other words,

to keep

∑

xk ← xk X

n

x2
i =1 i

∑

= X (X is a constant), update

n
x2 .
i =1 i

3.2 Selecting resources
To generate a better combination of selected
resources, our approach combines resource assignment for each operation from two parents. If the result
of tentative scheduling is a scalar value, the dynamic
programming can be applied simply. However, the
result of scheduling contains a set of completion times
for each resource; it is not one scalar value.
So a genetic algorithm based dynamic programming approach is applied for this part. This approach is very simple. The representation is a simply
set of resources for each operation. The uniform
crossover is used to generate candidates of resource
assignment.
3.3 Genetic algorithm
Overall algorithm is based on Bean (1994)’s
algorithm (Fig. 2). Immigration, meaning the generation of new members of the population at each new
generation, is used instead of the traditional mutation
operator.
Best
Keep elite

Crossover

Generate new
boundary

Fig. 1 Random key space (a) and sequence space (b)

Fig. 2 Generation model based on Bean (1994)’s algorithm
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The boundary of search space is actually shown
by the precedence constraint, though the initial search
space has no boundary (Fig. 3). By repeating an
arithmetic-type crossover for real number representation of parents (P in Fig. 3), the boundary search
space becomes difficult to search by generated new
child (C in Fig. 3). To avoid this, an operation sequence at search space boundary in the immigration
should be generated (Fig. 4).

ferent sizes (the number of operations) of problem
datasets are prepared for each type of problem.
Each experiment runs 100 times. Table 1 shows
the rate that each algorithm found the best (known)
solution. All results indicate that the proposed technique is better than the previous one. Originally, the
previous technique was improved by adding a local
search procedure, and it is possible to add it even by
the proposed technique.
Table 1 Results of numerical experiments

Boundary of precedence constraint
Immigration
Crossover

Size

M
M
M
T
T
T
C
C
C

10
20
50
20
40
100
–30*
–60*
–150*

P

In
f

ea
si
b

le

sp
a

Fe
a

ce

si
bl

e

sp

P

ac
e

C

Immigration

Type

Fig. 3 Characteristics of search space

function edgeSeq(O: set of operations): Sequence
begin
S: sequence←randomOrder{o|pred(o)=∅; o∈O};
R: set←O;
while R≠∅, do
begin
repeat
z: operation←shift(S);
until z∈R
while pred(z)∩R≠∅, do
begin
z←randomSelect(pred(z)∩R);
end
edgeSeq←[edgeSeq, z];
R←R−{z};
S←[randomOrder(succ(z)), S];
end
end
Fig. 4 Pseudo code to generate operation sequence at
search space boundary

4 Numerical experiments
The proposed technique and previous one (Okamoto et al. 2006b), without a local search procedure,
are compared by three types of problems: manufacturing scheduling problem (M), transportation routing
problem (T), and composite problem (C). Three dif-

*

Proposed
technique (%)
100
100
100
100
100
82
100
92
74

Rate
Okamoto et al.
(2006b) (%)
100
100
94
100
95
73
96
67
51

The number of transportation operations could be changed

5 Conclusions
The composite scheduling problem was formulated. To solve this problem, the solution space to
search consists of operation sequences and resource
selections as well as manufacturing, scheduling, and
transportation routing problems. Two new approaches
were developed to search each solution space. The
proposed technique produces better results than the
previous one based on the numerical experiment
performed.
Both previous and proposed techniques are separated to search operation sequence space and resource selection space. It contributes to the simplification of the technique; however, these solution
spaces are actually interdependent. In a future study, a
reasonable solution space that combined both solution
spaces will be developed for a more efficient search.
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